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Because of the tremendous liquidity of public, it needs to call the police rapidly 
to reduce casualties and property damage when alert happens in public. If it is not 
convenient to call 110 for help in places where alert happens in, a One-click Video 
Alarm System is necessary. Staffs only push the knob installed in service in 
emergency, and then the video alarm information will be sent automatically and 
promptly to One-click Video Alarm System which can display in policy station office. 
Meanwhile, the video alarm information is sent to designated personnel who defend in 
alert area, in order to realize function of the crowd protection and management. The 
policy is clear at a glance to alarm place because the surveillance video in real time is 
sent via the Internet automatically, and the policies are able to policy rapidly. A 
One-click Video Alarm System which is convenient for defending in public can 
protect the security of the people and promote social harmony. 
Based on J2EE framework, One-click Video Alarm System is designed and 
implemented. Foreground and background management subsystem are explained in 
this thesis: 
On one hand, foreground management subsystem includes five function modules, 
which are alarm enterprise information management; alarm record management, 
enterprise information management, alarm statistic report modules and device monitor 
management. The most important thing is to provide the most comprehensive and 
complete information for policy. And background management subsystem includes 
policy station information management and system management modules. 
On the other hand, based on Agile development model in software engineering 
theory, this introduces business requirements, functional requirements, non-functional 
requirements, functional design, design of overall framework, security design , 
database design, realization and results of functional testing and performance testing 
















The design and implementation of One-click Video Alarm system may solve the 
problems of inconvenient alarm, low efficiency, inaccurate information and unable to 
verify patrol record. In conclusion, its implementation can help to reach the purpose 
of saving time of client, getting particular alarm information, disposing alert in real 
time and improving territorial jurisdiction effectively. 
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2、采用 Java 语言，应用 DAO + service +servlet 三层架构和 MySQL 数据库
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